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Chairman’s introduction
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If you have any feedback or comments on this magazine then please
email us at: cdda-tr.communications@nhs.net
If you have any comments or queries about being a Foundation Trust
Member please contact: cdda-tr.foundation@nhs.net or 01325 743625

Welcome to the 
spring edition of
Your Trust, our
sta� and member
magazine.

It is once again a pleasure to provide the introduction to our Trust magazine within which you will note the
extraordinary commitment and compassion of our 8,000 sta� and volunteers in delivering the highest
standards of care for all. I wish to immediately acknowledge their hard work and thank them for the excellent
care along with the respect and dignity they o�er our patients even during some extremely challenging
times. The pressure on resources, including our most valuable sta� asset, is not decreasing as the demands on
the NHS  increases for various reasons. Against this background we are pleased that the Care Quality 
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Commission’s recent report has acknowledged the improvements and
enhancements we have made since their previous visit in 2015. Their report
has also now stated that we are well led as a Trust which con�rms we are 
sighted on what more needs to be done to continually improve safe and 
e�ective integrated care. Your Board is fully committed to ensuring those
further improvements are addressed.

This year, the 5th July marks the 70th anniversary of the NHS and having worked
with it for over the past �fty years, it has been pleasing to see at �rst hand the
enormous developments in clinical practice, technology and innovations taking
place. We are particularly delighted that one of our Public Governors, namely Ethel
Armstrong, was awarded an MBE in the Queen’s 2018 New Year Honours for her
services to the NHS during its entire history. In the coming months we’ll be
acknowledging and celebrating the achievements of the NHS and its sta� with a 
focus on what our Trust has done and is currently doing to enhance care. We are
proud of the contributions we have made and continue to make to the
achievements of the NHS but particularly in providing a good quality care
experience within its remit to the public we serve either in our Hospitals, the
Community or in their homes.

Engaging with our patients, the public and other organisations responsible for
health and social care will always be our priority. We are fortunate in that our
communities are well represented by public, appointed and sta� Governors who
are supportive but who take their role seriously in holding the Trust Board to
account. We have signi�cantly enhanced our methods of communication both
internally and externally so that everyone remains informed about our services
and any potential changes. We also welcome members of the public to visit our 
hospitals and community services through open days so that they can see the
investments we have made and are planning to make in transforming integrated
care delivery.

Thanking you for your support and we welcome your continuing engagement.
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Honouring Ethel

We’re listening...

Huge congratulations to our public Governor, Ethel Armstrong, who was
awarded an MBE for services to the NHS workforce and to retired people, in
the New Year Honours list. 
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Ethel is the only person in the country who has done continuous service for the
NHS since its creation 70 years ago, in  1948.  “I did 42 years at the sharp end,
mainly in radiography and radiotherapy and since then have worked for two
charities that support current and retired NHS sta�.”

A passionate supporter of the NHS, Ethel explains, “I was a shy 18 year old when I
started working as a cadet nurse and had never stepped foot inside a hospital
before – no one did, unless they could a�ord it. As you can imagine, I’ve seen
enormous advancements in treatments and care.”

Since her own retirement Ethel has devoted herself to the NHS Retirement
Fellowship, supporting former NHS workers and their partners who are new to
having time on their hands, and has been President of the organisation since 2013.

This magazine is the start of our #NHS70 celebrations, we’ll be doing
much more as the year progresses. Keep an eye out for details.

Ethel is pictured
here with Simon
Stevens, Chief
Executive of NHS
England.

We’re also
planning tours
of our hospitals
as part of our
celebrations of
the 70th
Birthday of the
NHS.  We’ll share
details in the 
coming weeks.

As part of our
programme of
active
engagement,
we’ll be around
our hospital sites
during March and
April and are keen to hear your views on our services – look out for our
‘we’re listening’ stand.  Colleagues from our patient experience, foundation
trust and communications teams will be based in outpatients departments
and we’ll be encouraging patients and other visitors to tell us about their
experiences and take the opportunity of free Trust Membership.  Your
opinion is important to us and can help shape our future plans – why not
come along?

If you wish, you can also register to meet Chairman, Professor Paul
Keane OBE, and local Governors to hear more about our plans and
share your views. To register email: cdda-tr.foundation@nhs.net / 
01325 743625. 

We’ll be in outpatients from 12.00 noon – 2.00pm on the following
dates and Meet the Chairman will be 2.30pm – 3.30pm.

23rd March - UHND (boardroom)
12th April –BAH (clinical simulation centre)
20 April – DMH (boardroom)

WE’RE 
LISTENING
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Sue Jacques, Chief Executive re�ects on 2016/17 and looks ahead

As we re�ect on our many achievements over the
last year, there is no doubt that these have only
been possible thanks to the continued and
unwavering commitment and e�orts of #TeamCDDFT. 
I would like to take this opportunity to express my
sincere gratitude to each and every one of my
colleagues across the Trust, whether clinical or
nursing on the front-line, or the support and
corporate teams who work behind the scenes –
they all play a crucial part in  ensuring we deliver
the very best care and services to our patients.
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The demand on our services is high and I’m
immensely proud of all our colleagues and
grateful to them for their hard work,
kindness and compassion.  I would also like to
thank those  patients, their relatives and carers
who write to us thanking individuals and teams
for their care and dedication, acknowledgements
which mean a great deal.  A number of exciting
projects have been completed during the last 12
months and others are in the pipeline, ensuring
our patients have access to the best possible
facilities and services.
 
Some of the highlights include:

Introducing GP streaming to our emergency
departments at UHND and DMH.  Both experience
periods of very heavy demand, in line with other
NHS providers  and streaming aims to ensure
patients are seen by the most appropriate person. 
As patients arrive in the department, they are
triaged by a clinician sitting with the reception

sta�.  If they consider a patient needs to see a GP,
they can now refer them to one within the
department. At UHND, we also have a proposal to
extend the department, with detailed plans currently
being developed.  At DMH, building work is
almost complete to create a new A&E and urgent care 
centre entrance for patients, other than those arriving
by ambulance, streamlining the �ow of patients
through the department and helping ensure patients 
receive the right care, from the right person at the
right time. This work has also facilitated the move of
sexual health services into a much improved space
within DMH,  providing a better patient and sta�
environment and a better patient experience.

Last year, we opened six new state of the art operating
theatres at DMH and our existing �ve theatres are now
being upgraded as part of an investment of over £32m
creating theatres equipped for the latest surgical

Some of our theatres team
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I’m exceptionally proud of sta� across our services
but want to make a particular mention of those
working in our community teams, supporting our 
commitment to delivering more patient care
closer to home. They’re an essential part of our
team, covering a very large, diverse geographical
area.  I’m particularly impressed with the
remarkable way in which they are conducting
themselves as we take part in the bidding process
to retain the contract to deliver community services.

A little over a year ago, we launched our Acute
Intervention Team which has transformed our
approach to identifying and caring for patients 

most at risk of deterioration, particularly during
the night.  

We’re leading the way in incorporating digital
technology into our services, with enormous
bene�ts for patients.  In some cases, regular hospital 
attendances have been replaced with remote self-
monitoring using digital equipment, that enable
patients to submit information from home, or even
whilst overseas on holiday.  This is then monitored
by clinicians.  Such innovations deliver safe care
whilst being so much more convenient for patients,
preserving clinic appointment for those most in
need and delivering much better value for money.
We have recently o�ered shares in our company,
Healthcall Solutions Limited, to trusts across the
North East, creating a platform for sharing and
implementing digital solutions.

techniques.  The opportunity to work in this great 
facility is a key reason many recent recruits to the
department give for joining the Trust.

A fundraising campaign to bring new  MRI
scanners to DMH and BAH is going well and
thanks to the generosity of Philips, who have
deferred payment whilst the campaign
continues throughout 2018,  patients at BAH
are already bene�ting and the DMH scanner will
be installed soon, once building work to
accommodate it is complete.  Modern scanners
play an important part in helping our
consultants diagnose and determine treatment
plans for what can be life threatening or life
limiting conditions, including many types of
cancer and heart disease.  Previously patients 
may have had to undergo exploratory and
sometimes invasive surgery to support the 
diagnostic process. This advanced technology, 
which provides detailed and high quality images,
will help reduce many such interventions,
improving the patient experience. 

MRI scanner BAH

Sharing digital solutions

Sue Jacques
Chief Executive 

Our close working with partners including GP
federations, other trusts, Clinical Commissioning 
Groups across the region and local authorities,
paves the way for greater collaboration as we
move towards an electronic patient record which 
can be easily and securely shared across 
organisations involved in a patient’s care.

As you can see, we have lots to be proud of at
CDDFT and I’m sure the next 12 months will bring
more exciting developments and innovations to
bene�t our patients.
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Committed to the best quality of care 

Recognising excellence - #tellusthegoodstu�
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We introduced Excellence Reporting around 18 months ago as a way for sta� to highlight the great work they
see from their colleagues across CDDFT – using a simply on-line form.  It’s a ground-breaking system that’s
really taken o�, with other trusts following our lead, and over 2,100 have been submitted to date.

We’re leading the way in preventing our patients from developing pressure related skin conditions such as
bed sores, ulcers and blisters.

Associate director of nursing, Joanne Todd explains, “The skin is an important barrier to infection so the more it can be
protected, the less chance there is of complications and pain.”

Our tenacious tissue viability nurses, led by matron, Carol Johnson, work closely with ward teams, educating them on
what they can do to protect patients and prevent them developing pressure damage.  As a result of this and other
measures many of our wards haven’t had a patient develop pressure damage in our care, in over six years.

Carol, explains, “As we age, our skin becomes thinner and therefore much more vulnerable.  This can also apply to
anyone, regardless of age, who is very poorly or 
has a chronic condition.  When lying for long periods,
particular parts of the body, including the heels and
elbows are at risk of pressure damage. 

“Within hours of admission, each patient undergoes
a skin inspection and has either a pressure-reducing
or pressure-relieving mattress very quickly. We make
sure patients at risk are moved and their skin
inspected, regularly, and in some cases specialist
dressings are applied to prevent problems arising.”

It’s testament to our growing reputation in this area
that Carol is working with NICE (national institute for
health and care excellence) in developing national
guidance and that we now provide a tissue viability
service for a neighbouring Trust.  

“We know there’s lots
of good stu� going on
and it’s fantastic that
great work gets the
acknowledgement

it deserves.”

 Excellence Reporting was the brainchild of Consultant Anaesthetist, Richard Hixson
    and General Manager for Therapies, Jennie Winnard. Anyone working for CDDFT
        can input details of great work they have witnessed and name the colleagues
           responsible, who then receives an email notifying them of the praise from
              their peers.

Jennie Winnard, says, “If an individual or a team goes the extra mile, does a
piece of work exceptionally well or quietly works really hard, it’s essential for
that to be recognised.  Praise from a manager or colleague is important but

Excellence Reports are a formal, ‘thank you’ and can be a huge morale boost.”

Richard Hixson, Consultant Anaesthetist
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Working together for patients – transforming diabetes care

Thanks to an award-winning initiative, we’re leading the
way with a radical new model for managing diabetes which
is a growing national problem - posing particular challenges
here in the North-East.
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More people than ever are being treated for the
debilitating condition that causes a person’s blood sugar
levels to become too high.  The rise in numbers is partly
due to improvements in spotting the symptoms, but also
because the far more common Type 2 diabetes – where
the body doesn't produce enough insulin, or the body's
cells don't react to insulin – is linked to poor diet and
deprivation. In County Durham and Darlington alone,
there are more than 40,000 known diabetics.

We’ve shifted care closer to home, with our specialists
working alongside GPs and practice nurses to upskill
them in managing Type 2 diabetes within their practices.
But clearly such a signi�cant change of approach didn’t 
happen overnight and required large-scale collaboration
with other trusts, GPs and non-clinicians covering areas
such as �nance, data, project management & public health.

We began rolling the model out with a phased approach
in 2016. Care focuses on seven localities, each of which
has been allocated either a named consultant or a GP
with special interest in diabetes, along with a specialist
nurse, delivering regular clinics and building their
knowledge.

Although the initiative is still in its early stages, the bene�ts
are already clear:
• Improved patient satisfaction because they don’t

 have to travel to hospital and waiting times have
 been reduced.
• Reduced variations in the quality of care.
• Fewer diabetes-related admissions to hospitals.
• Evidence of better control of blood glucose levels.
• Patient records kept at GP practices and, therefore,
 more accessible.

Because patients are being seen closer to home, we are
picking up high-risk patients more quickly and there’s huge
excitement amongst the sta� because it is so innovative
and we’re seeing an increase in applications from Diabetes
Specialist Nurses, wanting to be part of it.

We’re delighted that the project has received the national
recognition it deserves having been awarded the Diabetes
Collaboration Initiative of the Year at the most recent Quality
in Care Diabetes Awards.
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Our Charity needs you!

Our Charity enhances patient care and experience by encouraging donations that are
used to fund training and new equipment which can’t be purchased from existing
budgets. Donations can be for a ward or department, or more general use. For
example, charitable funds recently supported an ambitious programme to purchase
over 700 bedside armchairs, and other chairs to bene�t patients across our sites.   
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@CDDFTCharity

Visit CDDFT Charity MRI Scanner Appeal
‘justgiving’ website at: www.justgiving.com
/campaigns/charity/cddft/mriscannersappeal

Text SCAN02 to 70070 with the amount
you’d like to donate

Call the Charity team 01325 743781

Email cddft.charity@nhs.net

DONATE / FUNDRAISE / VOLUNTEER
Charity No:1053467

The Charity also runs speci�c campaigns and in early
2017, we launched a major appeal to bring state of
the art MRI scanners to Bishop Auckland and
Darlington Memorial Hospitals.  We’ve been delighted
by the generous response from individuals,
businesses and organisations who have run events,
made donations or adopted the appeal as their
charity of choice for their fundraising programme.
Thank you to everyone who has supported our
fundraising!

More than one couple kindly asked for donations to
our Appeal rather than gifts when celebrating their
Golden Wedding anniversaries.  Both couples said
they had received excellent care from the Trust and
wanted to give something back.

We’re also running an ambitious programme of
fundraising events where guests can enjoy
themselves whilst the appeal bene�ts.  Players at our
inaugural Charity Golf Day at Rockli�e Hall, near
Darlington, guests at our Charity Ball, held at
Hardwick Hall, near Sedge�eld, and at our Burns
Night celebrations in January, raised almost £45,000.
We couldn’t host events like these without the
support of volunteers giving their time to make sure
things run smoothly – thank you!

We’re grateful to manufacturer, Philips, for deferring
payment until the end of 2018, so that our patients
can bene�t from the scanners whilst fundraising
continues throughout the year.  We have lots more
activities and events planned and want to hear from
you if you can help us with fundraising, whether it’s
volunteering at an event, getting sponsorship for a
sporting activity or organising an event of your 
own - we’d love to hear from you!
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Appeal to enhance UHND chemotherapy unit

Our next fundraising appeal is to improve and
enhance our chemotherapy service at University
Hospital of North Durham.  
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CDDFT provides care for patients with breast,
colorectal, lung, haematology, pancriatic and 
other cancers.

In recent years, advances in health care, technology,
drug therapies and medical equipment have meant
there’s been a signi�cant shift from inpatient care to
patients receiving medical investigation and
treatment as day cases. These developments are all
in line with our vision of ensuring patients receive
the right care, in the right place, at the right time.

As a result of this increased demand, however, it has
become clear that the limited space is a�ecting the
experience we give our patients.
 
Through a fundraising appeal we aim to have an
enlarged facility for separate chemotherapy
and medical investigation units.  We want our
patients to receive care in a warm, supportive
environment that will give them the energy and
inspiration needed to help them through
their treatment.

Beth Gibson, Sister, who manages the unit, explains,
“Our vision is to create a unit where patients receive
their treatment in private and with separate rooms for
counselling and private discussions with doctors.
 
”We’re very proud of the care and support we give
patients and their families but more space would
de�nitely improve their experience.  

@CDDFTCharity

DONATE / FUNDRAISE / VOLUNTEER

“Patients are already raising money for us – even before
the appeal has been formally launched!  They appreciate
what we’re trying to achieve and tell us they want to help
and give something back.”

Former patient, Richard Wearmouth, completed the
coast to coast cycle route raising an amazing £6,068.50.
Rebecca Avery’s husband, Danny, completed a sky dive,
raising £2,706.00, in gratitude for the care his wife
received.  Members of the Chemotherapy team are also
getting involved – sta� nurse, Rebecca Embleton,
completed the Great North Run, raising over £2,000 and
intends running the Manchester Marathon later this year,
in support of the appeal.

“We’re very proud of the care
and support we give patients and

their families but more space
would de�nitely

improve their experience.”

Former patients are already raising money for us - thank you!
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Have you joined yet?
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Key Meeting Dates

As a Foundation Trust we have a Council of Governors, elected by our
members, to represent local populations.  We currently have almost 
11,500 public members and anyone over the age of 14 and living in
the area served by CDDFT, can become one.  It’s absolutely free and
means you can play a role in shaping our services for the bene�t of patients.
If you work for CDDFT, you’re automatically a member.

• A voice in how healthcare services are shaped and developed, by voting for governors.
• Email bulletins with news of developments within the Trust.
• An opportunity to meet the Chairman and public Governors, and to contact them to give feedback on our
 services and plans.

Listening to
your views

Foundation
Trust
Membership

Join Us!

What does membership mean?

• Sta� - Community
• Sta� - Nursing and Midwifery
• Public - Derwentside
• Public - Gateshead, South Tyneside and Sunderland

Four Governor seats remain vacant, which we hope to �ll from our by-election
which will be held between now and May 2018:

Becoming a Governor is an exciting opportunity to get involved in the work of
County Durham and Darlington NHS Foundation Trust and represent your
community or work colleagues.  

Our annual election to the Council of Governors concluded in December, and newly elected Governors took up
their seats on 1st February 2018.

Governor Elections

01325 743625 / cdda-tr.foundation@nhs.net
For information on any of the above contact the Foundation Trust O�ce on:

Trust members, the general public
and sta� members are welcome to
observe our Trust Board and Council
of Governor meetings held in public:

Trust Board Meeting
Wednesday 28th March 2018,
Darlington Memorial Hospital
Council of Governors Meeting
Wednesday 11th April 2018,
Darlington Memorial Hospital
Trust Board Meeting 
Wednesday 25th April 2018,
Darlington Memorial Hospital
Council of Governors Meeting
Wednesday 4th July 2018, Prospect
House, Durham

You will �nd details of our current Governors and how to contact them and
Members’ news and events, on our website: www.cddft.nhs.uk. 
You can also apply to become a Member here.
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Apprenticeships – opportunities for all

We’ve a great track record in providing training and
development opportunities for our sta�, many of whom work
with us throughout their careers and we’ve wholeheartedly
embraced the recent national commitment to apprenticeships. 
These can create openings for talented individuals to come and work with us, as well as improving the
prospects for those members of our teams who are ready for new challenges or a change in direction.  
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We’re delighted that we currently have 110 apprentices
across CDDFT, working in both clinical and administrative
teams as business administrators, healthcare assistants,
assistant practitioners, customer service,  human
resources and in leadership roles.  We’ve also got
apprentices in technical teams, including IT and we’re
about to take on our �rst cyber security technologist
young apprentice, supporting our work in tackling
this new age problem.

Some of our apprentices are young people at the
beginning of their working lives. Apprenticeships are
the ideal way for them to make the transition between
education and work, in a structured environment where
they can be con�dent their skills and enthusiasm will be
nourished  and encouraged by experienced colleagues. 
Some are unsure which path they really want to pursue
and being an apprentice is a great way to �nd out.

We also support young people with disabilities to gain
work experience on a supported internship programme
which may lead to an apprenticeship.  20 year old, Keiran
Creighton, for example, joined us in 2016 as an intern
and became an apprentice in 2017. Keiran, pictured here, 

is now a permanent member of our central equipment
library loan service team and was named Regional
Learner Award winner in the 2017 festival of learning.

Opportunities for existing sta� are also proving popular
and these apprentices often tell us they feel energised and
motivated by the fresh challenge and the chance to
develop new skills.  With many of  us working over 40
years it’s much more common now, than in the past, to 
take a change of direction.  We’ll shortly be introducing a 
pilot for a brand new apprenticeship role; Nurse
Associates, which  will allow health care assistants to take
on a more challenging role,  regulated by the Nursing and
Midwifery Council and combining four days a week of 
clinical work with a day at university.

We’re proud that over  500 apprenticeships have been
completed with us in the last four years and are
committed to continue expanding our apprenticeship
programme. We work closely with local colleges  who
help spread the word amongst their students about 
exciting opportunities to become part of the #TeamCDDFT.
 
As we look forward to the next 70 years of the NHS, we’re 
delighted that today’s apprentices will become our sta�
of  the future. 
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DONATE / FUNDRAISE / VOLUNTEER

cddft.charity@nhs.net
01325 743781

www.justgiving.com/cddft

Please support your local NHS Charity 
Every day we treat thousands of people
across our hospitals, clinics and in our

local communities.

How to donate and keep in touch

Charity No:1053467

   

   


